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Magnetorotational Instability & Dynamo in Accretion Discs

Magnetorotational Instability:

• Weakly magnetized (β � 1) and differential rotating flows unstable if dΩ/dr < 0

• Free energy ≡ differential rotation Ω(r) ⇒ MRI extremely powerful γ ∼ r|dΩ/dr|

• MRI drives turbulence which produces an

outward transport of angular momentum

⇒ accretion of material

• Significant increase of magnetic energy

described as a nonlinear dynamo: the turbulence

which sustains the dynamo relies on the

magnetic field itself.

– Is this nonlinear dynamo reliable over many

dissipative time scales?

– Is there any large scale magnetic field

induced?

Nonlinear dynamo:

Flux

Current

Field B

Flow
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Global Dissipative Study

To address the problem of MRI and nonlinear dynamo, we model thin dissipative

accretion discs, gravitationally sustained, threaded by a vertical magnetic field,

with an inflow driven by viscous processes

Bz

(r)ϕU

rU (r)

Nonlinear evolution equations:

Incompressible dissipative MHD

(∂t + U·∇) U = −∇Φ−∇Π + B·∇B + ν∆U

(∂t + U·∇) B = B·∇U + η∆B

∇ · B = ∇ ·U = 0

Boundary conditions:

• Two BCs only for ideal discs

• Ten BCs for dissipative discs

Generalized pressure: P = Φ + Π

• P does not evolve explicitly

• P can vanish ⇒ rotation not supported

by gravitation Φ

Because of the incompressibility assumption, differential rotation

must be sustained by the boundaries action which may either

enforce the rotation or constrain the pressure variations
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Linearized Problem

We perturb a magnetised Keplerian disc :

˛̨̨̨
˛̨ Ω ∝ r−3/2

Ur ∝ ν/r

B0 = const

and

we impose no boundary

condition on the radial velocity

and the radial magnetic field

Linear evolution equations:

• Normal modes decomposition: (κ = [u, π, b])

K(r, t) = κ(r) exp(σt + im ϕ + ik z)

• 10th order linear system:

σ I(r) κ(r) = L(r) κ(r)

• Π evolves on much shorter time scales:

∇ ·U = 0 ⇐⇒ Iπ = 0

˛̨̨̨
˛ =⇒

Solved numerically:

• inverse iteration

• shooting (double checking)

Linear boundary conditions:˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨̨ druϕ = 0

druz = 0

dr(rbϕ) = 0

drbz = 0

and

˛̨̨̨
˛̨ uϕ = 0

or

π = 0

but
forcing Uϕ itself seems more reliable

at first to sustain differential rotation
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MRI Body Modes

Some MRI modes develop in the body of the disc and their properties are consistent

with local studies: m = 0 most unstable, stabilisation by magnetic tension and growth

rate maximised by max[r/2 |dΩ/dr|]=0.75 in our units

Contour plot in k-B0 parameter space of

the growth rate of the most unstable

m = 0 mode for a non-dissipative disc

Modes slightly modified by dissipation (& inflow):

growth rate reduction and stabilisation on small-scale

Typical body modes with dissipation; ur , uϕ and bz are

plotted in solid, dotted and dashed lines respectively
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Wall Modes satisfying BCs on Uϕ

Some wall modes are solutions of the linear system too

Wall mode with m = 1 , ν = η = 0 ; solid & dashed lines:

ur & uϕ for k = 2 ⇒ γ = 0 .30 ; dotted & dot-dashed

lines: ur & uϕ for k = 7 ⇒ γ = 1 .12 > 0 .75

γ(k) for m = 1 ; solid lines: ν = η = 0 ; dashed

lines: ν = η = 0 .001 ; B0 = 0 .025 , 0 .1 , 0 .4 in

increasing slope order

If we apply boundary conditions on Uϕ we find MRI modes with γ too large regarding to the free

energy available. Furthermore γ scales linearly with k (ideal case) and increases rapidly with B0.

A significant flux of energy flows through the boundaries to feed these modes
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Wall Modes Treatment in Accretion Discs

Inflow, curvature and Coriolis force are not crucial for the wall modes to develop

⇒ a non-dissipative Cartesian study helps to understand their properties

We found that wall modes are natural solutions of incompressible shearing

flows when rigid BCs are relaxed but the presence of magnetic field makes

them linearly unstable if uϕ = 0 on the boundaries

How to limit the wall modes growth rate?

Imposing the rotation of the boundaries is impossible unless

Ω′ or Bz is forced to be zero there

but

We can replace the BCs Uϕ = const. by BCs on the pressure to keep it low in agreement

with quasi-Keplerian accretion disc models

This limits the growth rate of the wall modes and also prevents ∂rΠ from balancing ∂rΦ

A pertinent set of boundary conditions to

address the problem of MRI and nonlinear

dynamo is then

˛̨̨̨
˛̨ ∂rUϕ = −Uϕ/2r

∂rUz = 0

Π = Π0

˛̨̨̨
∂r(rBϕ) = 0

∂rBz = 0
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Wall Modes satisfying BCs on Π

With boundary conditions on the pressure the body modes are still unstable and

wall modes are now consistent with the local MRI properties

Larger range of unstable m for the wall modes

Contour plot in k-B0 parameter space of the growth rate of the most unstable m = 1 wall mode for

non-dissipative (left) and dissipative (right) discs
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Modes in Thin Discs

Growth rate (solid line) and corresponding wavenumber (dashed line) of the mode of maximum growth

rate as a function of B0 for a body mode (left) and wall modes (middle & right)

The disc thickness constrains the minimum k and

so the maximum of ν & η
H/R =


1/8

1/20
⇒ kmin =


12.6

31.4

During the nonlinear evolution of the MRI the differential rotation

builds a large azimuthal magnetic field; we show that this

component of B (Bϕ = 0.5) reduces significantly the growth

rate of the wall modes and stabilizes the large m modes
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Numerical Approach for the Nonlinear Regime

The linear study performed sets-up a model to address the question of nonlinear

dynamo in accretion discs and gives an accurate description of global dissipative MRI

modes; further study consists in a systematic parameter space survey relying on

parallel, 2D & 3D, high performance computations

Requirements:

• Sensible numerical studies of dynamo have to treat dissipative processes

explicitly without relying on numerical effects whose properties are, at the

least, not well defined

• The development of wall modes in our model suggests to have an increased

spatial resolution at the vicinity of the boundary

• Incompressible and non ideal MHD equations are to be solved on a thin annulus

corresponding to the model geometry (cylindrical, excluding the axis)

• Spectral schemes have been preferred to finite differences ones, in space,

for their fast convergence properties; furthermore Fourier and (sin, cos)

decompositions fully benefit of the symmetries of the model in ϕ and z

For these reasons we have developed an incompressible MHD pseudo-spectral code

[Tau-Chebyshev in r, Fourier in ϕ and (sin, cos) in z], implementing physical

dissipation, in cylindrical geometry (excluding the axis)
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Numerical Schemes Implemented

Spectral decomposition: X(r, ϕ, z) =
P

l,m,kXlmkTl(s) eimϕ {cos, sin}(kz),

Tl(s) = cos(l cos−1 s) & s = [(r2 − r1) r + r1 + r2], r ∈ [r1, r2]

Spatial differentiations are performed using the properties of spectral decompositions (Fourier:

multiplication & Chebyshev: recurrence relation) & the nonlinear terms are computed in configuration

space

The advance in time uses a semi-implicit scheme Crank-Nicholson & Adams-Bashforth for the linear &

nonlinear terms respectively

[I −Θ δtL] Un+1
+∇Γ

n+1
= Nu

n
+ [I + (1−Θ) δtL] Un

with ∇2
Γ

n+1
= ∇ · Nu

n

Bn+1
= B̃n+1 −∇Φ with ∇2

Φ = ∇ · B̃n+1
and [I −Θ δtL] B̃n+1

= Nb
n

+ [I + (1−Θ) δtL] B̃n

where, Θ ∈ [0, 1], Γ = δt Π, L = ν∇2 and N represents the nonlinear terms

The azimuthal and vertical boundary conditions are automatically satisfied by the trial functions

while radial ones imply some linear relations between the expansion coefficients such thatP
l αlXlmk = const. The BCs used to compute Ur and Br come from the divergence free constrains.

Testing in progress...
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